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Things you’ll learn in this topic

The basics things to improve quality control

QC proficiency test Level 3 lessons

For people who work in manufacture.



Chapter 1
What is Quality



QCD is the basic of work

To be greater than other manufacturers, the QCD control is necessary.

① Improve the Quality （：Quality）

② Reduce the Cost （Cost）

③ Follow the delivery date （Delivery）

We can see that “quality” is the most important in those three

If the quality is not good, we can’t make/produce products.

And to improve the quality, good “quality control” is needed.

[5 Major Missions] in a company

QCDSM (including the QCD) must be achieve in a workplace

① Improve quality （Quality）

② Cost reduction （Cost）

③ Follow the delivery （Delivery）

④ Prioritize safety （Safety）

⑤ Have a motivation to improve work （Morale）

IS the “5 major mission” achieved in your workplace?

For another method…

“P: Productivity” is added and is called PQCDSM



Quality Definition

o what is “quality”…

The word “Quality” is defined below

Quality Definition

（JIS Z8101：1981）

However, this is hard to understand

Let’s explain it first from the point of view of “planning/designing”

and “manufacturing”

What is Quality

There are two kinds of quality: planning (designing) quality and

production quality

In the planning quality, the “nerai no hinshitsu/target quality” is

their goal to achieve.

While production quality means the quality of the actual product

“dekibae hinshitsu/finished product quality”

Providing product and service features which are 

free of deficiencies that create value for your 

customers and stakeholders.



What are the good and bad In quality?

If the quality of the product is good, there will be no complaints from

the customers.

If a product is made according to their target quality, customers are

not going to complain.

On the other hand, a “kure-mu” or complaints are received because 

the product did not meet the expectations or the target quality of the 

customers 

Quality problem is Ｖariability problem

If ALL products were made at their target/expected quality, there

would be no problem. But it is impossible to that.

Products always vary.

Let’s try to lessen the variability as much as possible.

A company VS B company

Let’s say the product below was made by both A & B company.

(diameter: 3mm, 10mm axis long)

φ3

10±0.3



Quality Characteristic is…

The characteristic of the target of quality evaluation is called

“hinshitsu tokusei or quality characteristic”

In the example of axis parts,

The measurement of each part is the “quality characteristic”

The visualization of quality characteristic

The axis part of the quality characteristic.

Let’s say that the data of the axis length was obtained.

It’s important to visualize it. (ex: graphing)

With that,

You will understand more about the topic.

Let’s go back to A & B company…

A company VS B company

The target quality of axis length is 10mm. The manufactured (actual)

product was varied below using a graph.



Histogram of the axis length.

A company VS B company

（Question）
Which company has a better quality? Let’s say that they both have

the same horizontal scale.

Answer）
The variability of A company is lesser, so it means that A company

has better quality.

Axis length

Frequency

10.0ｍｍＡ company

Axis length

Frequency

10.0ｍｍB company



In the design quality, 

there is a quality standard

The designer/planner says that “ a good product can be shown in

drawings/diagrams to see the quality characteristic in a standard

value

For example, the standard value of the product below is 10±0.3㎜

Compatible product and non-compatible product

n regard to the standard value of quality characteristic,

It can be said that a certain product is compatible if its within the

range.

If the product is not within the range, it is not compatible.

With that being said,

Compatible products are the good products. And the non-compatible 

products are the NG.

If the axis length of the above-mentioned product is within 

9.7mm~10.3mm, then it is compatible

φ3

10±0.3

Standard value



Tolerance

Axis length

Tolerance

Axis length

The histogram of the all compatible products

Histogram mixed with compatible & non-compatible products

NG



The relation of quality with variability

With all being said, we learned that to increase the percent of

compatible product, we must lessen the variability in production.

It also means that high quality product has less variability.

Aim standard X

Lower limit standard Higher limit standard
（Gray line）

The variability is high
non-compatible products
are numerous.
quality is low.

（Blue line）
Variability is low
Less non-compatible products
Quality is high



The relation of quality with Inequity(katayori)

If there’s an inequity the non-compatible products will increase.

The dipersion of inequity(katayori)

Lose the inequity

By matching the center of the distribution of the target value, it is

important to lessen the “inequity/katayori as much as possible”

φ3

10±0.3

This part is the 

non-compatible 

product

Standard value standard limit

１0.0ｍｍ 10.3ｍｍ

The dipersion of quality characteristic value



The Matching of target value

φ3

10±0.3

This part is the 

non-compatible 

product

Target value limit

１0.0ｍｍ 10.3ｍｍ

The dipersion of quality characteristic value

move



The matching of target value

As you can see the non-compatible products have been decreased

φ3

10±0.3

This part is 

the non-

compatible

移動

Katayori

Target value limit

１0.0ｍｍ 10.3ｍｍ

The dipersion of quality characteristic value



Inequity & Variability

To lessen the “inequity”, we must also lessen the variability

Let’s try hard to lessen the “katayori/inequity”.

That is all for Intermediate Class (practice) Unit 1

Let’s move on to the Unit 2


